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Saving Money

Diane Ronald  

Daniel 

Debra 

Sarah

Helen 

Kevin Minnie 

3) Is Sarah and Debra having an equal amount of money?

1) Daniel and                             have equal amount of money. 

2)                              and Helen have equal amount of money.

4) Minnie and                            have equal amount of money.

5) How much more money does Diane have than Minnie?

Count the coins and write the total amount of money in each piggy bank.

 Use the information to answer the questions.
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Saving Money

Diane Ronald  

Daniel 

Debra 

Sarah

Helen 

Kevin Minnie 

3) Is Sarah and Debra having an equal amount of money?

1) Daniel and                             have equal amount of money. 

2)                              and Helen have equal amount of money.

4) Minnie and                            have equal amount of money.

5) How much more money does Diane have than Minnie?

0.76

0.76

1.80

1.80

0.30

0.30

0.36 0.36

Ronald

Sarah

Kevin

No

0.40

Count the coins and write the total amount of money in each piggy bank.

 Use the information to answer the questions.

Answer key

Coins: S1
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Saving Money

Alice Jane  

Rosa 

Jay 

Bruce

Ruby 

Rita Allen 

3) Is Bruce and jay having an equal amount of money?

1) Jane and                             have equal amount of money. 

2)                              and Ruby have equal amount of money.

4) Allen and                            have equal amount of money.

5) How much less money does Bruce have than Rosa?

e

Count the coins and write the total amount of money in each piggy bank.

 Use the information to answer the questions.

Coins: S2
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Saving Money

Alice Jane  

Rosa 

Jay 

Bruce

Ruby 

Rita Allen 

3) Is Bruce and jay having an equal amount of money?

1) Jane and                             have equal amount of money. 

2)                              and Ruby have equal amount of money.

4) Allen and                            have equal amount of money.

5) How much less money does Bruce have than Rosa?

0.50

0.25

0.65

1.00

0.25

0.50

0.65 1.00

Rita

Alice

Rosa

yes

0.75

e

Count the coins and write the total amount of money in each piggy bank.

 Use the information to answer the questions.

Answer key

Coins: S2
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Saving Money

Alvin Tina  

Nelson 

Javier 

Andrea

Emily 

Perry Bonnie 

3) Is Andrea and Nelson having an equal amount of money?

1) Tina and                             have equal amount of money. 

2)                              and Bonnie have equal amount of money.

4) Emily and                            have equal amount of money.

5) How much less money does Alvin have than Javier?

ea

Count the coins and write the total amount of money in each piggy bank.

 Use the information to answer the questions.

Coins: S3
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Saving Money

Alvin Tina  

Nelson 

Javier 

Andrea

Emily 

Perry Bonnie 

3) Is Andrea and Nelson having an equal amount of money?

1) Tina and                             have equal amount of money. 

2)                              and Bonnie have equal amount of money.

4) Emily and                            have equal amount of money.

5) How much less money does Alvin have than Javier?

0.55

1.05

1.25

0.50

0.50

1.05

1.25 0.55

Perry

Alvin

Javier

yes

0.50

ea

Count the coins and write the total amount of money in each piggy bank.

 Use the information to answer the questions.

Answer key

Coins: S3
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